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AUGUST 2022 FREE CARD KIT TUTORIAL
If you placed an order in my store during August you will have received all of the layers,
embellishments and pieces to create this Scottie Dog card! (excluding stamped images)

All images copyright © 1990-2022 Stampin’ Up! ®

I hope you enjoy putting your card kit together – I used a sentiment from the stamp set that coordinates
with the Scottie Dog Punch called Christmas Scottie, but you can use any sentiment you would like – have
fun & happy stamping!

How to assemble your card:
1. Take the Basic White embossed layer and adhere to the Poppy Parade card base
2. Adhere the two patterned squares in place – the solid patterned piece behind the snow scene piece
3. Stamp the sentiment of your choice and cut out using a punch or die and add to the card using
Dimensionals – I used a stamp from Christmas Scottie and cut it out using a die from Stylish Shapes Dies
4. Use a glue dot to adhere the bow onto your Scottie Dog then add the dog to the card using Dimensionals
5. Dot around a couple of Iridescent Pearl Jewels and there you have one cute card ready for giving!

Want to make more of this Scottie Dog card? You can find the supplies you need in my store
by going to sarahsinkspot.stampinup.net and clicking on ‘Shop Now’ in the top left corner!
Stampin’ Up! Supplies used:
Punch: Scottie Dog Punch (159743)- the dog & bow
Embossing: Whimsical Woodland 3D Embossing Folder (159831) – textured trees white background
Designer Series Paper: Santa Express DSP (159582) – used for the snow scene square, Celebrate Everything
DSP (159913) –STAMPIN REWARDS ONLY ITEM! - used for the green square, find it on pg 87
of the Holiday Catalog – you get 48 12x12 SHEETS in this pack which is amazing!
Cardstocks: Basic Black (121045), Basic White (159276), Poppy Parade (119793)
Embellies: Iridescent Pearl Jewels (158987)
Adhesives: Stampin' Seal (152813), Dimensionals (104430), Mini Glue Dots (103683)
Extras I used not included in your Card Kit:
Stamp: Christmas Scottie (159740) – also available as the Christmas Scottie Bundle which also includes the
coordinating Scottie Dog Punch (159744)
Die: Stylish Shapes Dies (159183)

Cutting Measurements:
Poppy Parade Card base: 4 1/4" x 11" - scored at 5 1/2"
Basic White Embossed layer: 4” x 5 1/4”
Patterned Paper squares: 3” x 3”

